Stage 1 Behind the barrier
Scenario: A gang of hooligans are threatening some innocent bystanders. Eliminate the threat and protect the
innocent.
Course of Fire: From the start box move to one side of the barrier. Using cover engage the targets
as you see them with three rounds each. You can engage them from either or both sides of the
barrier as long as you use cover.
12 rounds minimum.
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Stage 2 El Prez behind the barrier
Scenario: Skill Test. El Prez drill with cover.
Course of Fire: From the start box draw and move to one side of the barrier. Using cover engage each target
with only two rounds each (No Make Up Shots). While moving to the other side of the barrier reload. ReEngage each target with only two rounds. Magazines can have 10 rounds to account for malfunctions, but, only
six shots allowed per magazine. Failure to reload behind cover, more than four shots on each target and failure to
shoot from each side of the barrier will be procedural penalties.
12 Rounds only
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Stage 3 Get Out of my House
Scenario: Returning home with Pizza you hear a family member scream. You realize that criminals have invaded
your house and are holding your family hostage. Approach the house and eliminate the threats and free your
family.
Course of Fire: From the start box move to the Port Hole window or the open door. Engage each threat with three
rounds using cover. The Popper is an activator only not a threat. The Pop Up target only requires two rounds.
12 Rounds minimum
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Stage 4 Sit Stand Kneel

Scenario: Skill test for shooting from different positions.
Course of Fire: Start seated with the gun loaded on the table. At the signal pick up the gun and engage T1 with
three rounds. Stand and move towards barrel. Engage T2 and T3 with three rounds each. Targets can be engaged
on the move or stationary. Kneel behind barrel and engage T4 with three rounds. Place gun on table, stand, clear
gun and holster.
12 Rounds minimum.

